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Joey Holder is a Nottingham and London-based internationally recognised 
artist. Her exhibition Adcredo: The Deep Belief Network sees QUAD’s Gallery 
one transformed into a hellish, nightmare landscape. Embedded into a 
large imposing rock face – evoking the deep passage of time – are two large 
projection screens featuring well-known personalities, representing avatars 
that Holder has worked with across the project. CGI talking heads stand in 
for Kanye West, Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin and Peter Thiel alongside 
otherworldly creatures drawn from the artist’s research online into conspiracy 
theories and synchromysticism. The work exists against a techno-socio-
political backdrop of fake news, cyber-espionage and political populism.  

‘Adcredo’ is a Latin word meaning to put trust in to believe in, or to give 
credence to.



In contrast to Gallery one, QUAD Gallery two features an installation by the 
company behind Adcredo; their purpose, according to their website, is to ‘help 
organisations or bodies implant their ideologies in communities around the world, 
both on and offline. It’s our vision to support people in being able to connect, 
network, interact and form an opinion of the world they live in.’

Adcredo investigates the construction of belief in online networks, examining the 
rise of unjust ideologies and fantasies, and how these are capable of affecting 
our worldview. The advent of digital media has shown that the world is made 
up of a mass of circulating, disjointed and contradictory information. This multi-
dimensional communications network can be easily manipulated by online 
groups and individuals, which can give rise to new narratives and ideologies. Using 
research from investigative journalism and social psychology the work takes the 
form of a speculative association, a corporation where ideologies are disseminated 
to manipulate people. Conspiracy theory, sci-fact and sci-fi, corporate and 
religious belief systems are woven together in this multi-dimensional work.

We live in a time of ‘hyperpolarisation’ where we think that people with different 
political or religious beliefs live in different worlds. Our beliefs are reaffirmed 
in social media echo chambers whereby abstract manipulation occurs through 
background algorithmic processes, pulling us further into rabbit holes and making 
atomized groups. The work operates by holding up multiple mirrors, reflecting 
different cultural sets of belief systems, to question the very foundations of what 
constitutes our world view. It uncovers personal journeys that lead to certain 
convictions and critique the platforms that pitch different belief systems against 
each other. 



The 2016 Brexit and Trump campaigns both used the private company 
Cambridge Analytica to influence voters during the run up to the UK 
referendum and the US election. The company combines data mining and 
data analysis with strategic communication and is known for its involvement 
“in military disinformation campaigns to social media branding and voter 
targeting”. Cambridge Analytica specifically used Facebook user activity to 
create psychological profiles and model personalities.

As we have seen within recent political upheaval, popular opinion and attitudes 
may not be grounded in certain ‘truths’ but based upon the ‘success’ of ideas and 
beliefs. This is reflected in the logic of ‘Memetics’, where units of information 
can be replicated across cultural networks. ‘Adcredo’ is based around the 
idea of ‘Synchromysticism’ - the significance of meaningful coincidences with 
mystical connotation that might emerge through the collective psyche into 
consensus reality. Joey Holder’s website: www.joeyholder.com

Music for the films in the exhibition is by AJA, Music by City and i.o. Graphic 
Design by Alex Walker. Audio/Visual programming by Matt Woodham. Writing 
by Bert Preece. The rock face was built by Matthew Tully, with other elements 
of the installation built by TECH:SQUAD.

The ‘Adcredo’ company website can be visited at: http://www.deepbelief.network/ 
The online publication can be viewed: http://www.randomforest.site/
 
Produced in partnership with QUAD and Bloc Projects, Sheffield. The project will be 
further developed at Matt’s Gallery, London as a multi-screen installation from 21 - 
29 July 2018 and then tour to the 6th Athens Biennale in October 2018.



Exhibition Related Events: 

What Are Deep Belief Networks?
Wednesday 10 October, 7:00pm  QUAD Gallery  FREE
A continuing discussion group led by Dr Andrew Wilson and Artist Joey Holder.
Discussion group 3: Machine Learning and AIs

Joey Holder and Senior Lecturer in Sociology Dr Andrew Wilson have compiled the 
following questions to discuss:

What does the term AI mean to you?

How will AIs (artificial intelligences) change the way humans work?

Do you think that fears about the ‘technological singularity’ are justified?

Can we build a mind from a computer? What kind of mind are we talking about? A 
conscious mind? 

Should humans be more open to body enhancement and augmentation?

The term Artificial Intelligence is hugely disputed and the term often brings about 
visions of the technological singularity pointing towards a time in the future whereby 
humans would be over taken by machines. These questions are central to our view of 
computers and how far they can go, of computation and its ultimate meaning–and of 
the mind and how it works. 

Please bring along your own material – readings, evidence, etc that you believe correlate 
to these questions, or simply turn up! These questions correspond with Joey Holder’s 
exhibition Adcredo: The Deep Belief Network, currently in QUAD’s gallery.
For further information please join the Discussion Group’s Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/791657854358265/

Gallery Lates & Exhibition Tours
FREE exhibition tours when our gallery is open later until 9:00pm:
Artist Joey Holder: 26 July at 5:00pm
QUAD Gallery Team: 23 August at 5:00pm
QUAD Senior Curator Peter Bonnell: 27 September at 5:00pm

The Bad Vibes Club
Saturday 22 September, 2:00pm - 4:00pm  QUAD Gallery  FREE
www.badvibesclub.co.uk 

Artist Talk: Joey Holder
Wednesday 3 October, 7:00pm  QUAD Gallery  FREE


